
Specifications   

19 cm x 2.2 cm
650 grams

7.5″ x 0.9″ 
23 ounces    

Made in Germany

BESA INSTITUTE CERTIFICATE
PROTECTION & WELL-BEING SD 25 B was scientifically tested and certified by the 

BESA INSTITUTE in Austria. The extensive findings of the test results
of the BESA INSTITUTE about the efficacy of the operation of our SD25 B device covers a total

of 313 pages of research and can be found on our website:
https://protectpro.net/besa-certificates/

BEES PROTECTION & WELL-BEING - SD 25 B device
The device is 3 layers of hard plastic plate functioning as a quantum physics computer with 

a diameter of 7.5″ and a thickness of 0.9″ and weighs 23 ounces. Our team developed 
software and hardware that enables programs to be saved permanently to this device. 

The program information creates a virtual geometric spherical shape. It creates energies, 
powers and harmonies which work in this area.   

For bees the device keeps geopathic zones active while harmonizing the electromagnetic 
radiation created by 4G and 5G, and it protects the bees from bee-eating enemies and the

danger of chemicals. 

This encircles in a sphere a radius of 75 feet, and a diameter of 150 feet. The location of the
device is also the center of the emissions range. The description and graphics can be found in

the text below. Within the effective range, any type of beehive – vertical, horizontal apiary
boxes, and hives of mud or clay, etc. - can be set up in any arrangement, along with usual
beekeeping knowledge. You cannot make a mistake when choosing a location to install the

SD25 B Bees Potection & Well-Being! 
The device must always be dry, so weatherproof it (plastic or wood, etc.). Any protection or

placement will not change its effectiveness.
Product Guarantee: 10 years. Made in Germany.

https://protectpro.net/bees-protection/
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